St. Peter’s Primary
Spring 1 2020

NEWSLETTER

Dear Parents/Carers
Our spring term began with a wonderful primary phase Mass for the Feast of the Epiphany. Father Kevin,
who kindly came to celebrate Mass for us, was particularly impressed with those children who brought the
Gospel reading to life with their acting and brilliant costumes. Throughout Mass everyone demonstrated
great reverence as we reflected upon the journey made by the three wise men, as well as what gifts we
could give to Jesus. As always, my sincere thanks go to Father Kevin for devoting so much of his time to the
spiritual life of our school.
Father Darryl has also generously given his time this half term to say class Masses for 3M and 3S. The children
lead the readings, chose the songs and created special symbols to bring forward during the Offertory. Their
Masses focussed on the importance of forgiveness. Many of our Year 3 children are preparing to make their
First Holy Communion this year and have been really developing their understanding of the importance of
acknowledging our sins and repairing our relationship with God.
In January, we all enjoyed a short assembly from a special visitor – Keith Jewell. Keith is passionate about
opening the Bible for children by making the stories come alive through his incredible story-telling skills. In
‘The Year of the God who speaks,’ he has kindly offered to visit us each half term to tell us a story from the
Old Testament. This time he told us the story of Nehemiah who had to show great team work and
perseverance when he rebuilt Jerusalem!
This half term has also seen us treated to a number of spectacular class
assemblies. Well done to 4D, RH, 1D and 2G who have had their turn
already. Thank you to all those parents and family members who have
been able to come along to watch – it does add to the sense of occasion
and all of the children have really risen to the performance opportunity! I
am consistently astounded by the learning that has taken place and the
confidence the children demonstrate in sharing it with us all. It really has
been a testament to the hard-work of their teachers and teaching
assistants as well as Mrs Byles’ amazing musical input. You must all be
extremely proud – I know that I am!
I would like to say a huge thank you to the PTA for organising two fantastic events this half term – the Quiz
Night and PTA Neon Disco. A lot of hard work went into ensuring that both events were a huge success. The
continued dedication of our PTA team is very much appreciated by us all. Many thanks to all those parents
who kindly volunteered to help out at either event – it really does make a difference when we are able to
share out the many jobs that need doing on the night.
It has been another busy, but fantastic half term. My
personal highlights include joining Year 4 on their trip to
Fort Nelson and taking them all swimming as part of their
PE provision this term. Year 2 enjoyed making and
packaging their healthy veggie burgers this week and
today Year 3 are opening the doors to their wonderful
Stone Age museum, which includes scaled models of
Stonehenge! I hope you enjoy reading more about the
wonderful things that have been going on in the primary
phase.
I wish you all a wonderful half term break,
Miss Wogan

Reception News
Reception have had another busy half term with so much learning going on. We
returned from the Christmas holidays straight into our RE Topic of ‘Christmas.’
We had such fun using all the costumes from the Christmas show to re-tell the
Christmas story and think about how Mary and Joseph must have felt. Our ‘Big
Question’ was ‘How do we know Jesus was special?’ We also thought about
‘What gift would you give to Baby Jesus?’ We made particular care to think
about the qualities Jesus would want us to have such as being kind, gentle,
caring, honest and forgiving.
Our next RE topic has been ‘Revelation.’ In this unit we have been working
towards answering the big question ‘How can we be like Jesus and be a
shepherd to others?’ We have been looking at Jesus’ Parable of The Lost Sheep
and have understood how Jesus taught us through stories. We recognised that,
in this story, we were in fact the sheep and the shepherd was Jesus. He cares
about each and every one of us. We loved to role play this story too! We have
thought about how Jesus came to show us how we should be living.
Our Power of Reading book ‘On Sudden Hill’ by Linda Sarah has enabled us to
look closely at our friendships this term and what makes a good friend. RH loved
sharing their playground games in their assembly. We showed how we can feel
jealous when a new friend comes to play in a group, but that there is a way
everyone can work and play together if we try. During this theme, we have used
our imaginations to turn ordinary cardboard boxes into all sorts of things just as
the characters in the book did.
In our second topic of ‘Marvellous Monsters’ we have been reading the
wonderful ‘Bedtime for Monsters,’ by Ed Vere. We came into school and
footprints had appeared over the floor and walls – they didn’t look like human
ones though! We have been dispelling any fears of monsters and laughing about
characters people create in their minds. Our writing has been focused on what
our monsters look like, where they live and what they like to eat.

In maths, we have worked our way up to learning about the number 13.
We have been so impressed with our children’s knowledge of number
– they are even relating it to money.
Thank you for another successful half term and your continued support.
Next half term we will be starting a reading challenge each week so look
out for a letter in the book bags on our return!

Wishing you all a happy half term break,
The Reception Team

Year 1 News
This half term we have been having endless amounts of
fun on our theme! Kick-starting the BRRRilliant ‘Frozen
Planet,’ topic the children had a wonderful day watching
the film ‘Frozen’ and having their faces painted.
Our writing journey began with recapping instructional
writing and producing instructions for ‘How to build a
snowman.’ Following this we moved on to learning all
about the life of a penguin. The children completed
detailed fact files about the features, climate and diet of
emperor penguins. They did some outstanding writing,
using a variety of sentence starters to engage the
readers of their special information leaflets.
We were then introduced to our Power of Reading text
‘The Princess and the White Bear King.’ In the book a
King demands his people to forge his daughter a radiant
crown made from gold. Not wanting to miss out on this
competition, Year 1 created exquisite crowns and
formulated their own letters convincing the King to pick
their designs. We are currently eagerly awaiting his
reply!
This half term, in maths, we have been focusing on
multiplication and division. The children have shown
brilliant reasoning skills in this area and were able to
problem solve to extend their thinking further. We have
also been covering direction and positions. The children
have been using their computing skills and directional
language to direct penguins around Antarctica! Next
half term the children will be introduced to the concepts
of time and money. Any work on this over half term
would be greatly appreciated.
In RE, we have recently finished our ‘Revelation’ unit.
During this topic we have been considering the big
question ‘How does Jesus teach us?’ We have unpicked
parables such as ‘The Good Samaritan’ and ‘The Lost
Son,’ and discussed what Jesus was teaching us when he
told these stories.
We would like to take the time to thank all the parents
of 1D who attended our assembly. We were
overwhelmed by the love and support!
Best wishes
Miss Dhoot and Miss Butler

Year 2 News
We began our ‘Mini Masterchefs’ topic with a ‘Ready, steady
cook’ starter, where the children were given 3 or 4 ingredients
in order to create something exciting. They had some fantastic
ideas and created lemonade, smoothies, fruit salads and
guacamole!
Year 2 have been enjoying reading our shared text ‘Burger
Boy.’ The children have retold the original story and then
innovated the story by creating their own main character with
a different food obsession! They completed a ‘Big Write’ in
which they created a sequel to our Burger Boy text and we
were extremely proud of how hard they worked.
The children have also studied poetry this term and composed
their own shape poems linked to healthy eating. In the last
couple of weeks Year 2 have been learning about instructions
and they made fruit skewers and veggie burgers too. Year 2
have shown creativity and enthusiasm towards this topic and
have made some tasty treats.

In RE we have been learning about how God revealed Himself through Jesus in our theme ‘Revelation.’ We
have been blown away with the children’s understanding of miracles and what parables such as ‘The Prodigal
Son’ and ‘The Parable of the Talents’ teach us. We also explored ‘The Parable of the Sower.’ The children
thought about the message in this story and where they would want to plant a seed to help it grow and
spread:

We would also like to thank you for your continued support when helping your child with the prayer bag.
Please continue to plan these worships based on a theme and link this to a piece of scripture from the Bible.
We have thoroughly enjoyed listening and responding to the children leading our worship – they show
fantastic love and compassion towards the theme they have chosen.
Thank you for your continued support,
Miss Pepper and Miss Gattuso

Year 3 News
This term we have thrown ourselves back in history to the Stone Age. We have been learning all about how people
lived their lives from the Stone Age through to the Iron Age.
We began our topic by reading our Power of Reading Text ‘Ug – Boy Genius of the Stone Age.’ We found out what it
might be like to live in the Stone Age by considering the problems that Ug faced in his life. He wore a pair of stone
trousers and had to kick a stone football - ouch! We learnt to join two pieces of material together, using a forward
stitch, to make Ug a pair of soft trousers.
Our next task was to turn the comic strip genre of our focus text into a play script. Then, we learnt how to punctuate
direct speech to retell the story in our own words. Our main focus was to engage the reader in our writing. We
practised writing different story openers to grab the reader’s attention and make them want to read on! During this
process, we developed our skills of peer assessment, learning how to give our friends feedback in the form of two stars
and a wish.
We continued to find out more about the Stone Age by using the
computers to carry out our own research. In particular, we focussed
on Skara Brae and Stonehenge. Looking at evidence, we considered
the different theories behind the purpose of Stonehenge – most of
us thought that it was a calendar! Using scaling problems, we were
then challenged to create a scale model of Stonehenge – check out
our creations in the Year 3 museum!
In RE this term, we started with our theme ‘Christmas’. We have
learnt how Saint Francis of Assisi started the tradition of creating a
crib to share the celebration of the birth of Jesus. We thought about
the important symbols represented in this scene, and created our
own cribs in class.
In our more recent RE theme (‘Revelation’), we have looked closely at the story of Samuel and Eli in which God calls
Samuel. By looking at Samuel’s response to God’s message, we considered the difference between hearing and really
listening. We have been thinking about how God calls us today during the Liturgy of the Word in Mass and how we
are invited to respond. The children know the importance of the Homily and have even had a go at writing their own!
They were able to draw out the meaning of a Gospel reading and suggest the ways in which we might be called to
respond to the message of that scripture passage in our daily lives.
Father Daryl came to say Mass in both year 3 classes this term. The focus of the Mass was ‘Forgiveness.’ The children
had all worked very hard to prepare their part and Father Daryl commented on our wonderful singing, thoughtful
responses and prayerful manner.
In numeracy this term, we have been working really hard on learning our 3, 4 and 8 times tables. Between learning
how to use arrays, pictorial methods, repeated addition, and the bar model, we have developed lots of strategies to
divide and multiply. Using these skills, we have been learning how to journal to solve problems.

We have all worked really hard on our home learning this
term. We want to say a very big thank you for the time
and effort put into creating our model Stone Age
shelters. They look amazing and we can’t wait to display
them in our very own museum!
Thank you for your continued support,
The Year 3 team.

Year 4 News
We have had yet another exciting half term in Year 4.
Our first week back saw us conclude our Romans
topic with a trip to Fort Nelson in Fareham. We learnt
about what it meant to be a Roman citizen and had
to make a difficult decision as to whether we wanted
to remain Roman or convert to being a Celt! The
children were even able to experience what it was
like to be a Roman soldier, adopting the battle
formations and using a shield for protection. It was
great to see them all so engaged and for them to
conclude their topic in a more active and practical
way.
Since our trip, we have begun our new topic of ‘Water World.’ The children have had a special visitor from
Wessex Water come in to talk to them about the importance of water and to explain how water purification
occurs. They have since produced a step-by-step explanation text, about how water comes from the original
source, to our taps as drinking water.
More recently, they have been investigating the different stages of the Water Cycle and have been actively
retelling each part of the process in their own words.
This topic has enabled us to carry out our own scientific
experiments linked to the water cycle. Our home learning
challenge resulted in the year group creating their own rain
gauges, which we then put the test during school time. We
explored a range of factors that influenced our results,
including: the weather forecast, strong winds, interference and
the sturdiness of our designs. Our investigation helped us to
reach the conclusion that our rain gauges needed to be secured
into the ground on a day where heavy rain is forecast!
We have also been replicating the ‘cloud in a jar’ experiment, creating our own water cycle on a smaller
scale. The children loved seeing the water cycle come to life and were able to comment on how each element
resembles the larger water cycle.
In RE, we have been exploring the significance of light and have focused on the story of the Transfiguration.
We have looked at a variety of paintings that show Jesus and the disciples in different ways, questioning why
certain colours have been used. We have also been learning about the Mysteries of Light and the Rosary,
thinking about how light is used to guide us in our lives and identifying the key message from each of the
stories.
As always, thank you for your continued support.
The Year 4 Team.

Year 5 News
This half term, Year 5 have been busy learning all about the Anglo-Saxons and Vikings in our history-based topic,
‘Invaders and Settlers.’
We started our topic in 450AD, the year often associated with the first wave of Anglo-Saxon invasions. Through a
geographical lens, we were able to identify where the three invading tribes – the Jutes, Angles and Saxons – originated
and where they chose to settle. This enabled us to create our own Anglo-Saxon passport, complete with an appropriate
persona (Ethelbert, Alfred and Heidi were amongst the most popular names chosen)!
Exploring Anglo-Saxon kingdoms and settlements allowed us to make
comparisons between Britain in the past and the modern day. Focusing on
crime and punishment over the years, we took part in a range of debates
centered on justice by transforming our classroom into a court room. With
our career as lawyers firmly secured, our attention switched to the role of
an archaeologist, as we took part in a mock excavation of the Sutton Hoo
burial site, which was first uncovered in 1939. We used the artefacts we
discovered to make inferences and predictions about who might have been
buried there, before writing a fictional account of an Anglo-Saxon
excavation. From a scientific perspective, we considered how these artefacts
had been made by exploring the properties of different materials.
Peace was always short-lived during the Anglo-Saxon period due to the relentless Viking invasions. Using one of our
key texts, ‘The Viking Raider’ as inspiration, we were able to document the raid at Lindisfarne by creating our own
newspaper report, focusing particularly on our use of speech.
This half-term has been an excellent opportunity to develop our historical as well as our artistic skills. Like true
historians, we were able to use a range of primary sources to explore whether Alfred the Great was deserving of his
title before finishing with a biography of his life, documenting his many achievements. In Art we have been busy
creating Anglo-Saxon brooches, clay coins and Viking long-boats, which has required great mathematical precision and
patience!

In maths, Year 5 have been refining their arithmetic skills and learning the formal written methods for Long
Multiplication and Short Division. We have also learnt how to calculate the area and perimeter of rectilinear and
composite rectilinear shapes.
In RE, our theme has been ‘Revelation’ and we have been trying to answer our ‘Big Question’ ‘How does getting to
know Jesus help us to know God better?’ We have explored the role John the Baptist played in the revelation of Jesus
as the Son of God. This allowed us to look at our own Baptism’s, where we shared some very cute baby photos of us
all! We have also been looking at what the parables teach us about God’s Kingdom. Did you know that there are a
total of 46 parables? How many can you name?
Thank you for your continued support,
The Year 5 team

Year 4 Design and Technology News

Having completed our animal toys, we have had Robots land at St. Peter’s this half term. Our Year 4s have
been learning to programme them so that they react to our needs and can communicate with us.
Using BBC Microbits we have been learning to programme using Scratch. So far we have been able to get
the robots to communicate with each other and with us using text messages over radio waves. They have
been able to explore the school grounds and used a program created by Year 4 pupils to count steps and so
be able to find their way back to us.
We have also designed robots on Serif Drawplus and animated them using Sketchup. We have learnt about
the electronics that make these Robot visitors work using conductive dough and electrical components to
make circuits.

Year 5 Design and Technology News

These animal toys are being created with Year 5 students. The children are responding to research on the
topic of the Antarctic and the Arctic that they have carried out and will use this theme to further enhance
their understanding of Design Technology processes and the use of tools and materials.
They are using coping saws, tenon saws, files, glass paper and sanding blocks, as well as the new pillar drill
in department and specially created jigs in order that they can work with a high degree of accuracy and
safety. This project expands on their knowledge of materials, tools and the safe working practices that they
were developing last year. It will really set them up ready to achieve on forthcoming projects, competitions
and STEM activities.

Sporting News
Year 2 Multi-Skills
Ten Year 2 children had a fantastic afternoon at the Secondary site yesterday participating in a multi-skills
event alongside seven other local primary schools. Young Leaders from our Year 10 led different stations
that required the children to work as a team and complete Badminton based activities. The different stations
worked on improving hand-eye coordination, teamwork, striking and fielding and communication. All the
children were impeccably behaved and a great time was had by all. Well done to Ryan, Polina, Thomas L,
Thomas G, Jacob K, Soleil-Marie, Olly M, Fionn S, Kasper R and James P.

Year 5 Football Team v St. Michael’s
Our third football match of the season produced an excellent 4-2 win for the Year 5 football team. A closely
fought first half ended 0-0 with few chances for either team. After falling 0-1 behind, Noel and Lucas C scored
two high quality goals to get us in front. Lucas then scored a long range effort to put us into a comfortable
3-1 lead. Our nerves were all tested when St. Michael’s scored again, but luckily Noel was there to pounce
on a defensive mistake and restore our two goal advantage. This was a really pleasing win against a good
team – the boys all showed great character to come from behind and get the victory. Our next match is after
half term. Well done boys!

Music
A message from Mrs Byles


Anyone bringing instruments into school MUST have them labelled with their class
and name please



Payments for this term’s instrumental/singing lessons were due in January, and there
are still many outstanding payments – please email Mrs Byles directly on lbs@stpeters.bournemouth.sch.uk if there are any queries with regards to payments due.
Many thanks

Illness Reminder
Please may we remind you that for any bout of sickness or diarrhoea, your child must not
return to school until they have been clear of symptoms for a full 48 hours. Please do not
send your child back to school before this period as there is the likelihood that any
infection could spread.
SCHOOL CONTACTS
If you need to contact the school or Miss Wogan, please only use the email address
primary@st-peters.bournemouth.sch.uk
If you have any queries that are PTA related, please email them on
PTA@st-peters.bournemouth.sch.uk
Thank you

***AWARDS***
The following children have been presented with special awards in our recent Achievement
Thank you to them for their kindness and commitment to learning

Assemblies.

STARS OF THE WEEK:
10/01: Jessica H, Florence I, Lawrence C, Thomas B, Jasmine N, Oliver H, Elizabeth L, Sinead M, Max O,
Becky W, William W, Franek S, Natalie W, Oskar C, Liam B, Quinn C, Jacob B, Jacob S, Joshua C, Sophia G,
Thomas B, Leonardo G, Sebastian A, Jesse B.
17/1: Paddy T, Reuben P, Antos S, Mateo G, Leonardo L, Orla T, Thomas W, Rivah O, Nicole S, Emmie H,
Alex W, Ava M, Soso Y, Ryan R, Henry N, Theo E, Mason S, Alexander M, Noah L, Maggie G, Olivia-Faith R,
Pablo S, Siena F, Malakai O.
24/1: Liam S, Eduardo G, Isabella G, Sophie E, Chloe-Ellie B, Tianna F, Jake C, Bruno T, Igor W, Florence C,
Amelie M, Faye R, Lilly D, Joseph T, Dougie F, Kasper R, Jacob S, Alana H, Diya S, Michael M, Ollie M,
Sophia W, Ollie Theo K, Isla M.
31/1: Emily P, Tommy H, Valeria F, Max C, Antonela R, Jack E, Zoey R, Abel J, Emily H, Camila V, Faye R,
Freddie W, Theo B, Zofia G, Esme P, Emilio L, Asia-Maria M, Sophie S, Sophie T, James F, Oliver M,
Tilly-Mae L, Theo K, Agnes B, All of RH
7/2: Toby W, Gabby C, Priscilla M, Joe H, Evie M, Holly B, Bobby S, Taylor V, Aaliyah P, Evie C, Kitty C,
Skyelah O, Theo R, James P, Daniel B, Ted V, All of 1D, Sammy C, Emily E, Jude L, Annie E, Meila S,
Craig Scott D.
14/2: Amelie M, Robert T, Sid H, Antos S, Thomas B, Edward C, Belle G, Alannah M, Jack H, Aiden S,
Sebi N, J-J B, Ellah D, Polina K, Luche C, All of 2G, Bobby B, Kevin M, Emily F, Jasper G, Emma G, Carlos F,
Alfie E, Amanda G, Theo K.
LUNCHTIME AWARDS:
10/1: Eva H, Kingsley B, Max C, Georgia W, Maya R, Alfie W, Cormac C, Zoey R, Erin L, Nathan B,
Bianka B, Franek S, Maisie C, Jack B, Lauren B, Gregory T, Edie G, Maeve W, Jasper G, James F,
Sebastian A, Michael A, Olivia-Faith R, Mila M.
17/1: Liam S, Brandon H, Zuzanna B, Nicole M, Arianne M, Isabella W, Klaudia M, Pawel P, Sebi N, Aiden S, William W, Kitty
C, Theo R, Jake C, Liam B, Holly H, Mason S, Sophia P, Sophia G, Sienna F, Aliyah S, Annie E, Dexter C, Amanda G.
24/1: Gabby C, Eduardo G, Oliwer S, Sophie E, Tia B, Josie D, Jonathan M, Rivah O, Sebby T, Alba L, Kahel J, J-J B, Natalie
W, Joseph T, Louise T, Gregory T, Sam H, Asia-Maria M, Noah L, Michelle I, Maddie P, Pablo S, Alice V, Drake S.
31/1: Carys B, Sid H, Valeria F, Oscar F, Alfie B, Maya D, Oscar R, Bruno T, Mateo C, Camila V, Ellah D, Jade M, Thomas L,
Polina K, Zuzanna C, Harry H, Lucca V, Kai A, Henry W, Rafa L, Olivia-Faith R, Mila M, Aria C, Henry N.
7/2: Tommy H, Eva H, Zuzanna B, Charlie H, Oliver H, Jacob L, Oliver C, Holly B, Livvy L, Sophie G, Femi J, Jack C, Ryan R,
Skyelah O, Millie D, Liam B, Logan H, Edie G, Michael M, Diya S, Michal C, Ollie R, Charles S, Malachy S.
14/2: Jan B, Aimee C, Oliwer S, Alfie A, Edward C, Orla T, Thomas W, Maya P, Daisy L, Evie C, Max S, Rafael F, Lilly D, Liam
G, Effie W, Henry N, Jacob S, George C, Jacob T, Sophie T, Theo K, James R, Mila M, Leonardo G.

RECEPTION LISTENING CUP:
10/01: Siana F (RH) and Ollie R (RM)
17/01: Aria C (RH) and Tilly-Mae (RM)
24/01: Craig D (RH) and Annie E (RM)
31/01: Jesse B (RH) and Alfie E (RM)
07/02: Rocco N (RH) and Sophie W (RM)
14/02: James R (RH) and Santiago L (RM)

PRIMARY DIARY DATES - SPRING/SUMMER TERM 2020
Mon 17th Feb - Fri 21st February

HALF TERM

Wednesday 26th February

Ash Wednesday Liturgies – Children only

Thursday 27th February

3M Assembly - 2.15pm - Parent's Welcome

Wednesday 4th March

3S Assembly - 9.00am - Parent's Welcome

Thursday 5th March

WORLD BOOK DAY

Monday 9th March

School Nurse Drop-In - 8.30am

Monday 9th March

Parent's Evening 3:00pm-6:30pm

Tues 10th Mar - Mon 16th Mar

BOOK FAIR WEEK

Wednesday 11th March

Parent's Evening 3:00pm-6:30pm

Thursday 12th March

2P Assembly - 2.15pm - Parent's Welcome

Thursday 12th March

Parent's Evening 5:00pm-7:00pm

Friday 13th March

Year 1 STEP Programme Commences

Wednesday 18th March

RM Assembly - 9.00am - Parent's Welcome

Friday 20th March

Mother’s Day Celebrations
 1:00pm RM,1D, 2G, 3M, 4D, 5A
 2:00pm RH,1B,2P, 3S, 4R, 5R

Wednesday 25th March

5A Assembly - 9.00am - Parent's Welcome

Thursday 26th March

1B Assembly - 2.15pm - Parent's Welcome

Thursday 26th & Friday 27th March

Talent Show (pm Iford hall)

Friday 27th March

Reception classes trip to Beaulieu

Monday 30th March – Friday 3rd April

Igniting Writing Week: Using our Literacy Skills to
Make a Difference

Wednesday 1st April

4R Assembly - 9.00am - Parent's Welcome

Thursday 2nd April

5R Assembly - 2.15pm - Parent's Welcome

Friday 3rd April

Stations of the Cross Liturgy – Children only

Mon 6th April - Fri 17th April

EASTER HOLIDAYS

Monday 20th April

SUMMER TERM COMMENCES

Wednesday 23rd April

Year 5 trip to Winchester Science Centre

Friday 24th April

PTA Easter Fun Run

Friday 8th May

BANK HOLIDAY (changed from 4th May) for VE
day

Mon 25th May - Fri 29th May

HALF TERM

Wednesday 10th June

Class Photos - AM

Saturday 13th June

PTA Summer Ball

Friday 19th June

Father’s Day Celebrations
 1:00pm RH,1B,2P, 3S, 4R, 5R
 2:00pm RM,1D, 2G, 3M, 4D, 5A

Friday 26th June

Whole School Mass (TBC)

Mon 29th June - Thur 2nd July

Life Education Van

Thursday 2nd July

Yr 4 Trip to Hampton Court Palace

Friday 3rd July

STAFF TRAINING DAY - SCHOOL CLOSED FOR
CHILDREN

Saturday 11th July

Family Fun Day

Wednesday 15th July

"Be More Claire" Day

Friday 17th July

SUMMER HOLIDAYS FOR CHILDREN

Monday 20th July

STAFF TRAINING DAY - SCHOOL CLOSED FOR
CHILDREN

Thursday 3rd September
Friday 4th September
Monday 7th September

STAFF TRAINING DAY - SCHOOL CLOSED FOR
CHILDREN
STAFF TRAINING DAY - SCHOOL CLOSED FOR
CHILDREN
Autumn Term Commences for Year 1 - Year 6

